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The Paper
This paper is a very streamlined, schematic version of a few chapters of my dissertation. It was
written as a lecture for an American political theory audience, and as a result it is also rather casual in
its tone, and it is also quite light on citations to the historical secondary literature; I would be happy
to fill out the historical material at greater length during the discussion. A handout diagramming the
argument, made for the original presentation, is included as the final page.
Regarding the substance: this paper argues that, for a broad swathe of Victorian politicians and
theorists, adherence to the norms of deliberation and descriptive representation appeared
inconsistent with a democratic suffrage. At the start of the paper, the reasoning underlying this
mirroring or variety-of-suffrages view is reconstructed. In the second half of the paper, I turn to the
response given by democrats to this particular challenge. The paper then concludes with some brief
reflections on the relationship between this Victorian debate and the condition of democratic theory
today.

